Abstract
Introduction
There is an increasing interest in model-driven development for object-oriented (OO) systems, using for example the Unified Modeling Language (UML). In addition to be a key resource for designing OO software, models are very useful in testing objectoriented software. A number of model-based testing methodologies have been proposed based for example on use cases, class diagrams, and statecharts [6, 7, 9, 23, 24] .
Despite a growing number of studies [8, 10, 12, 23, 24] there is little empirical evidence on the importance of models in improving test fault-detection effectiveness. As a result, there is little incentive for testers to adopt model-driven testing practices and it is difficult to determine how they should be integrated, if at all, with traditional (code-based) testing practices. This paper focuses on the effectiveness of UML statechart-based testing when compared and combined to white-box, structural testing. The main motivation for this choice is that structural coverage analysis is still the most common basic technique for testing components, but the most complex components in OO software are also the ones with a state-driven behavior which, according to mainstream UML development methods, should be modeled with statecharts. So assessing the fault-detection effectiveness of testing techniques based on statecharts and comparing it with simpler code coverage-based techniques seems a logical investigation to undertake. At a high level, this research entails addressing the following questions:
• Are test cases identified and generated based on statecharts alone effective in detecting faults when compared and combined to simple code-based, structural testing? • What are the different factors that impact the effectiveness of statechart-based testing techniques (e.g., statechart and code properties)? Empirical studies are required to answer such questions and this can be achieved by conducting experiments on a number of object-oriented class clusters with a state-dependent behavior and their associated models. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the conducted controlled experiment. Section 4 presents and analyses the results. Section 5 discusses threats to validity. Overall conclusions and future work are provided in Section 6. statecharts by Binder [6] and renamed round-trip paths strategy (referred to as the RTP strategy in the rest of the paper). This technique traverses the statechart in order to construct a transition tree that includes all transitions in the statechart.
Other state-based techniques were proposed by Offutt et al. [24] . The authors defined four state-based testing criteria for generating test data from formal state-based specifications: (1) transition coverage, (2) full predicate coverage, (3) transition-pair coverage, and (4) complete sequence. A case study was used to compare the different criteria with a random selection of test cases. Results showed an important improvement in fault detection when using the fullpredicate coverage criterion. Though transition coverage yielded a small number of test cases, they showed the same fault detection rate and branch coverage as the random selection test strategy.
Additional testing strategies were defined for statecharts. Hong et al. [17] proposed a technique to derive extended finite state machines (EFSM) from statecharts. The EFSM is then transformed into a flow graph modeling the control flow and data flow in the statechart thus enabling the application of conventional control and data flow analysis techniques. A modification of this method is described in [7] to address the compliance of an implementation of a system to its specification.
A simulation and analysis procedure has been proposed and used to study the cost-effectiveness of four statechart-based coverage criteria, namely alltransitions, all-transition-pairs, full-predicate, and round-trip paths (RTPs) [10] . The results showed that the cost effectiveness of testing criteria depends on the characteristics of the statechart. For complex statecharts (e.g., complex guard conditions), RTPs provide a good compromise between all-transitions and all-transition-pairs, the latter being far too expensive and the former rather ineffective.
Briand et al. [8] focused on the cost effectiveness of the RTP technique [6] . The study was based on a series of controlled experiments where the RTP technique was applied on a number of systems with two different levels of oracle precision. Results showed that the state-based testing technique was useful in detecting faults but needed to be complemented with black-box method testing to achieve higher fault detection rates. Results of the comparison between the two oracle strategies indicated a significant difference between them in terms of fault detection and cost: precise oracles, checking the concrete state of objects after the execution of a transition, significantly increased the detection rate over state invariant oracles, though at a much higher cost.
As in [8] , this paper investigates statechart-based testing based on a controlled experiment. However, the research questions are different as we compare the use of UML statecharts (plus related information such as contracts) and the use of code structural coverage to drive the test of class clusters in terms of faultdetection effectiveness. Furthermore, it explores whether the two approaches are complementary and can be combined, and what are the factors that can affect these results.
Experiment design
In this section, we follow the template provided by Wohlin et al. [25] to describe the experiment. First, we define the objective of the experiment and its context (Section 3.1). Next we describe the plan of the experiment including the context selection criteria, the research questions and the experiment design (Section 3.2). In Section 3.3 we describe how we prepared and conducted the experiment.
Experiment definition and context
We investigate whether statechart-based testing would improve the fault-detection effectiveness (dependent variable) on class clusters. The experiment was conducted in the context of a laboratory for a fourth year engineering course on software testing. Subjects had a solid background in OO programming and were trained for the tasks.
Statechart models do not only include the statecharts themselves but also the related artifacts that are required to understand them such as class diagrams, class public interfaces (signatures, attributes), contracts and state invariants, and a textual high level description of the software functionalities. However, as subjects working with the UML artifacts are expected to use the statechart diagram to generate test cases, for the sake of brevity, we will simply refer to them as "statechart" or "statechart model" in the remainder of the paper.
The experiment involved two Java class clusters; both of them have a state-driven behavior depicted in a UML statechart: 1. OrdSet: is one class for which an instance represents a bounded, ordered set of integers. 2. Cruise Control: is a cluster of four classes that simulates a car engine and its cruising controller. We limited our experiment to test two class clusters in order to have sufficient number of observations per cluster. However, the two above class clusters were carefully selected, in part because of their differences. They represent two typical cases where a statechart is used to model the behavior of a complex data structure (OrdSet) and a state-dependent, event-driven control class (Cruise Control). Table 1 provides size data pertaining to the two code artifacts and statecharts. Although OrdSet is composed only of one class, one can note that its statechart and control flow are more complex than those of CruiseControl; this is visible from the number of control flow edges in the OrdSet source code and the number of transitions in its state diagram. Furthermore, the guard conditions in the OrdSet statechart adds to the complexity of the system, whereas Cruise Control is event-driven only.
Experiment planning

Context selection
The method for the selection of subjects follows a stratified random sampling [18] . Fourty-eight students participated in the experiment; subjects were first assigned to five blocks based on their background and knowledge of OO design and development techniques, then they were randomly selected from the different blocks to form four groups with a similar distribution to ensure the results would not be affected by random variations in subject experience across groups. In addition, groups were defined to be of similar sizes ( Table 2) to ensure a balanced contribution of treatment / cluster combinations to the results.
Research questions.
In order to address the objectives of the paper, we identified the following research questions: [6] . A statechart would be represented as a tree graph called transition tree which includes (in a piece wise manner) all the transition sequences (paths) that begin and end with the same state, as well as simple paths (i.e., sequences of transitions that contain only one iteration for any loop present in the statechart) from the initial state to the final state. This tree was provided for statechart testing in order to ensure the conformance of test suites with the RTP strategy. For code-based testing, subjects were told to attempt covering all blocks (nodes, statements) and edges in the methods' control flow graphs. This is a common practice when testing classes and it is therefore a realistic baseline of comparison with the statechart-based testing technique.
For both treatments, we were aware of the fact that coverage was unlikely to be complete as time was limited and the skills of subjects were widely varying. However, we considered this was not avoidable and decided to account for it in the analysis by using coverage (statechart and code) as an interaction factor. It is often the case that controlled experiments have to choose between assessing the impact of a treatment on either the time to perform the tasks or their effectiveness [5] . We are in the latter case here.
Possible learning effects were simply measured by accounting during data analysis for the laboratory (Section 4.2) in which the work took place. Subject ability was measured by considering the block to which they belonged (Section 3.2.1).
Experiment design.
To avoid learning or fatigue effects, or the specific class clusters to have a confounded effect with our treatment, each subject group performed the experiment in two separate labs with a different class cluster under test and a different treatment. Table 2 shows the distribution of treatments among groups of subjects; the parentheses besides group numbers represent the number of subjects per group. Each treatment is executed by two different groups of subjects, in the first or the second lab (lab order). As a result, each group executed different combinations of treatment and class cluster in each lab. Every lab lasted 3 hours. Test drivers submitted by the different subjects were executed offline on a set of mutant programs (Section 3.2.5) to measure fault detection rates. Test drivers were also executed on an instrumented version of the original code to collect node and edge coverage data. The development and data collection were done on the Eclipse 3.0 platform.
Mutation operators.
To compare Ts and Tc, we executed the different drivers delivered by the experiment subjects on a number of mutant programs (or mutants), that is versions of the program under test where one fault was seeded using a mutation operator [19, 20] . Mutants were generated automatically using MuJava [21] . MuJava uses two types of mutation operators, class level and traditional method level operators. The main motivation for following this procedure is to apply a systematic, automated, and independent mechanism to generate a large number of faults thus facilitating the data analysis [1] . One issue to be addressed is the detection of equivalent mutants: mutants that have the same behavior as the original program. Because manually identifying equivalent mutants is time consuming and error-prone, a heuristic that is common is to consider live mutants not killed by any test case in the overall test pool as equivalent mutants [3, 11, 15] . Though there is typically a small percentage of such mutants, in our study we cannot simply assume that mutants not detected by any driver are equivalent. Therefore, we do not discard equivalent mutants before performing our fault detection analysis but, after performing a manual, qualitative analysis of all undetected faults (Section 4.4), we will assess the potential impact of equivalent mutants on the fault detection effectiveness results.
Experiment operation 3.3.1. Preparation
The subjects were first introduced to the class clusters under test during the experiment to make sure they solely relied on the documentation presented to them. Documentation included a printed list of instructions to guide students through the different tasks to complete, a high-level description of the system, a driver template, and an executable jar of the class clusters. In addition, subjects working with statechart model were provided with class public interfaces and model documentation including class and statechart diagrams, operations' contracts and state invariants in OCL, and a transition tree. Subjects working with code had access to an instrumented version of the code in a form of an executable jar file that allowed them to generate node and edge coverage report for their test drivers.
Execution.
Each lab lasted three hours, during which subjects were asked to identify test cases based either on the provided transition tree (covering RTPs) or based on all-nodes and all-edges structural coverage criteria, depending on the group they belonged to. When applying statechartbased testing, students were instructed to use the common practice of state invariant assertions as oracles for their test cases; for code-based testing students were advised to write oracles checking expected output/attribute values against actual ones.
Perl scripts were created to automatically execute collected drivers on mutants and to collect data required to compute mutation scores, node and edge coverage, and distributions of undetected faults (mutants) per fault types (mutation operator).
Experiment results
We discuss in this section the impact of the independent variable "treatment" (code vs. statechart) on the dependent variable "fault detection effectiveness" which is measured as a mutation score (Section 4.1). This answers research question 1 (RQ1). Next, we investigate the possible interactions between "treatment" and a number of factors and their impact on fault detection effectiveness (Section 4.2 answering RQ2). These factors include: code coverage, lab order, subject ability and cluster characteristics. In the subsequent section we evaluate the impact of combining Ts to Tc on the mutation score (Section 4.3 answering RQ3). Last, a qualitative analysis in Section 4.4 investigates live mutants to understand the limitations of the statechart-based test technique. Due to space constraints, we only focus here on parts of the results of the experiment. For further details, the reader is invited to find additional information in [22] . Table 3 provides descriptive statistics of the mutation scores in each class cluster and for both treatments. Results show that the maximum and mean mutation scores for both clusters were higher for code drivers than for statechart drivers. For Cruise Control, this is mainly related to the real-time properties of the code. The statechart of Cruise Control does not model the real-time behavior of the system, thus subjects working with the statechart had no access to a description of how values of class attributes such as "car speed", and "throttle" are calculated and updated over time. These values depend on many factors such as time and air resistance and they are constantly changing when the car is running. This limitation can be overcome by using other diagrams such as activity or sequence diagrams. A more complete model would likely provide additional insights into the characteristics of the software under test, subsequently leading to better code coverage (Section 4.4). For OrdSet, the difference in mutation scores of code drivers and statechart drivers can be directly traced to the fact that subjects working with code were provided an instrumented version of the code allowing them to identify uncovered nodes and edges and to write test cases that address them.
Univariate analysis
Results also show that Cruise Control drivers, for both code and statechart testing, had low mutation scores compared to OrdSet drivers. This is again likely due to complex real-time behavior. Subjects working with the Cruise Control's statechart had no access to documentation on the real-time behavior of the system and did not manage to exercise parts of the code. Although subjects working with the Cruise Control code noticed the importance of varying time in their drivers, it was also hard for them to understand the real-time algorithm that manages the class attributes solely based on code. A thorough understanding would have required complex reverse engineering or access to documentation such as a UML activity diagram that models the real-time algorithm control flow managing a running car [22] (Section 4.4) .
Another noteworthy result from Table 3 is the standard deviation in mutation scores. For Cruise Control, the standard deviation for statechart drivers is small (less than 2%). This can be easily explained: (1) the testing criterion is well defined and leaves little degree of freedom in its application (one must cover all RTPs), (2) the transition tree used is the same for all subjects: a decision we made to ensure the conformance of test suites with a correct transition tree [10] and (3) transitions in the statechart have no guard conditions and require no parameter setting. Therefore, by following the RTPs technique, similar results should be obtained by all subjects causing a small standard deviation. The differences in mutation scores are related to wrong or incomplete implementation of state invariants in oracles, or are due to the incomplete coverage of the transition tree. As opposed to Cruise Control, the standard deviation for the OrdSet statechart drivers is fairly large (17% as opposed to 1.65% for Cruise Control). This can be easily explained: (a) only few subjects were able to cover all RTPs (35% RTP coverage on average) and test cases in their drivers covered various numbers of RTPs, (b) the statechart has complex guard conditions and requires parameter settings which then introduce variation in test cases, (c) some faults can be detected only with very specific parameter values or set content, and (d) wrong or incomplete implementation of state invariants in oracles. If testers had unlimited time to complete the implementation of all RTPs, the standard deviation would probably decrease and only depend on factors (c) and (d) listed above.
Node, edge, and RTP coverage data for both class clusters were collected. Results show that statechart drivers have lower node and edge coverage than code drivers. The difference, which is relatively small (e.g., 7% in edge coverage for Cruise Control), can be explained by the fact that subjects working with code used node and edge coverage analysis to refine their test drivers and achieve better coverage. As for RTP coverage, OrdSet had much lower RTP coverage than Cruise Control (35% as opposed to 97%). This is mainly due to the complexity of the OrdSet statechart: 30 RTPs as opposed to 12 for Cruise Control and, in addition, complex guard conditions. For both test techniques, mutation scores were much higher for OrdSet than for Cruise Control. However, node and edge coverage for both class clusters were comparable for both test techniques. This can be explained by the fact that for Cruise Control, most changes to class attributes such as "speed", "distance" and "throttle" are computed in two methods (i.e., limited number of edges and nodes), which are in the "run" methods of threads representing the car and its speed controller. Although these two methods are only of few lines of code, they include a significant number of computation and assignment statements for which the number of generated mutants is high. Many of these statements were not covered by statechart drivers because of their limited execution time, due to a lack of understanding of the code real-time properties.
As discussed above, descriptive statistics show a difference in terms of percentage of faults detected between the two test techniques. We performed a twosample t-test [16] for each class cluster to assess the statistical significance of this difference. Regarding research question 1, for both clusters, a t-test yielded a p value greater than α = 0.05 1 thus suggesting no statistically significant difference in mutation scores between statechart drivers and code drivers.
Interaction effects
We study in this section the interaction effect with the treatment variable on mutation score of a number of factors: code coverage, system, lab order, and subject ability. Because there is a strong correlation between node and edge coverage (R 2 = 0.9), we limit any subsequent code coverage analysis to node coverage.
A multiple regression analysis was performed to assess the impact of node coverage and its interaction effect with treatment (dummy variable) on mutation scores. For both class clusters, the results show a significant main effect of node coverage on mutation scores (p < .0001) but also a significant interaction effect of node coverage and treatment. Figure 1 shows interaction plots for node coverage and treatment for both clusters. For Cruise Control, when node coverage increases, code drivers tend to have higher mutation scores than statechart drivers: subjects working with statecharts had no access to documentation on the realtime behavior of the system, and therefore did not explicitly target real-time faults and certain parts of the code. However, for low code coverage, statechart drivers show higher mutation scores. This is likely due to the use of state invariant assertions as oracles.
As for OrdSet, the trend is reversed and statechart drivers show higher mutation scores for high node coverage rates. With precise guard conditions, the OrdSet statechart provides enough information for its users to cover the code to a large extent. This is different from the Cruise Control statechart where, even when fully covering the transition tree, one is unlikely to cover large parts of the code without precisely understanding its real-time properties.
To account for learning effects, we studied the main and interaction effects of the lab order on mutation scores. It is assumed that subjects would tend to perform better on the second lab than in the first lab, regardless of other factors. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed for which the results showed no significant impact of lab order on mutation scores. A plausible reason is that subjects were well trained for the tasks from the start and learning effects were therefore limited.
The third factor to study is subject ability which was measured based on grades in software design courses. When subject's ability increases, mutation score would a priori be expected to increase as well. Though we used five blocks for the purpose of random subject assignment (Section 3.2.1), in order to have large enough samples at each ability level and to ensure a balanced design to enable the use of ANOVA, we only use two ability levels to analyze the effects of ability on mutation score. We assign all subjects to either a HighAbility or LowAbility group, depending on whether the grade on which the blocks are defined was below or above the median grade 2 . The results of a two-way ANOVA with subject ability (2 levels) and its interaction with treatment on mutation scores show that subject ability has a main effect and an interaction effect with the treatment for Cruise Control. This is not the case for OrdSet where subject ability has no effect on mutation scores. One plausible explanation is that despite the complexity of its statechart, the functionality of OrdSet is rather intuitive for engineering students and then the ability to understand the statechart and code were not as crucial as for CruiseControl. Figure 2 shows an interaction plot of subject ability and treatment for Cruise Control. It clearly shows that when following a code coverage test strategy, subject ability has an important effect on mutation scores: mutation scores increase when subject ability increases. However, for statechart drivers, mutation scores were hardly affected by subject ability. This suggests that having a clear test model like statecharts and a precise test strategy like RTP alleviates the impact of the tester's ability on test results. Test effectiveness is more predictable with statecharts but the higher skilled subjects, when having access to code, can identify test cases that cannot be easily identified with statechart RTP testing and therefore perform better. Interaction plot -Cruise Control The last factor to study in this section is class cluster characteristics. We performed a two-way ANOVA and the results showed a significant impact of cluster characteristics on mutation scores (p <.0001) but no interaction effect with treatment. This can be explained as follows: (1) Cruise Control has multithreaded code with real-time behavior and (2) the OrdSet statechart, even though more complex, describes the cluster better than the Cruise Control statechart. As already discussed, the latter provides an incomplete model of the cluster's run-time behavior.
Impact of combining test techniques on fault detection effectiveness
To address research question 3, we need to analyze the significance of the gain in mutation scores when combining statechart and code test cases. First we present the notation to be used in this section:
• |F| represents the total number of seeded faults.
• |Fs| (resp. |Fc|) represents the number of faults detected by a statechart (resp. code) driver.
• |Fs -Fc| (resp. |Fc -Fs|) represents the number of faults detected only by a statechart (resp. code) driver.
• |Fs U Fc| represents the number of faults detected by either a statechart driver or a code driver.
In Table 4 below we present descriptive statistics of the above variables for the absolute (/|F|*100) and relative (/|Fs| or /|Fc|) gains in mutation scores for both statechart and code drivers (|Fc -Fs| and |Fs -Fc| resp.). For instance, the relative gain |Fc -Fs|/|Fc| represents the proportion of detected mutants by code drivers not detected by statechart drivers. A value of 0.2 means that 20% of mutants detected by code drivers are not detected by statechart drivers. For two code drivers with the same mutation score (|Fc 1 | = |Fc 2 |) but with different relative gains when compared to the same statechart driver, the code driver with higher relative gain better complements the statechart driver. Similarly, the relative gain |Fc -Fs|/|Fs| indicates a gain in statechart driver mutation score. A value of 0.3 means that combining test cases from code driver to the statechart driver would improve the latter's mutation score by 30%. We also provide absolute and relative mutation scores when combining statechart and code drivers (|Fs U Fc|). As can be seen from Table 4 , statechart and code drivers are complementary. Each technique had detected faults that were not detected by the other (columns |Fs-Fc| and |Fc-Fs|). On average, for Cruise Control, 7% and 14% of total seeded faults were detected by statechart drivers and code drivers only, respectively. Similar results are observed for OrdSet. Therefore combining test cases from both techniques led to a significant increase in mutation scores. This confirms the results in [8] suggesting that state-based testing should be complemented with other techniques.
Another result to notice in Table 4 is that statechart drivers in OrdSet had higher impact on the gain in mutation scores than in Cruise Control (|Fs-Fc| = 12% vs. 7%). This is due to the fact that OrdSet state invariants are more precise than those of Cruise Control due to the computational and real-time nature of the latter cluster [22] .
Two one-tailed t-tests for paired samples were performed to compare: (1) the means of mutation scores when including only code test cases and after adding statechart test cases to them, and (2) the means of mutation scores when including only statechart test cases and after adding code test cases to them. Recall each observation corresponds to one pair of code and statechart drivers. Results show that the gain in mutation scores when combining both statechart-based and code-based testing techniques, when either compared to code testing or statechart testing alone, is statistically significant (p<.0001).
The gain is also of practical significance. For instance, for Cruise Control and OrdSet, the combined techniques' mutation scores represent an average increase of 26% and 17%, respectively, when compared to code testing alone. And when comparing to statechart testing alone, the increase reaches an average of 57% and 29% for Cruise Control and OrdSet, respectively. Also, an important result to point is the high average mutation score achieved for OrdSet (84%). A more modest average is achieved for Cruise control (39%) but this can be attributed to the already discussed real-time behavior of this cluster.
Qualitative analysis of live mutants
A significant proportion of mutants were not detected in Cruise Control and a lesser proportion in OrdSet. To better understand why certain faults are difficult to detect by statechart drivers, we performed a qualitative analysis to identify what execution conditions would be required to detect undetected faults and whether these conditions could be fulfilled by statechart testing.
This analysis was systematic and included the following three steps: 1. Running perl scripts to identify sets of detected and undetected faults. 2. Identifying the reasons for not detecting faults with a focus on faults not detected by statechart drivers. 3. Classifying undetected faults into categories describing the reasons for failing to detect them. For Cruise Control, most undetected faults are related to the algorithm that computes time-dependent class attributes reflecting real-time changes in the execution environment. These faults result in wrong values assigned to these class attributes. In order to detect them, not only precise oracles in form of contract assertions should be implemented but also test driver execution time should be increased (add wait time) to allow for larger changes in time-dependent attributes values and a higher coverage of control flow. A considerable number of undetected faults could also be detected if sneak path testing [6] (testing illegal events) was implemented. Therefore, we expect that (1) including contract assertions in statechart drivers' oracles, (2) covering all-paths of an activity diagram that models the algorithm describing the real-time behavior of a running car (i.e., the most complex methods), and (3) implementing sneak path testing, would improve statechart driver mutation scores. To study the impact of these improvements on statechartbased testing mutation scores and code coverage, we first implemented a base driver with test cases covering all RTPs in the Cruise Control transition tree and using state invariants as oracles. The main motivation to do so was to accurately assess the impact of refining our test strategy by relying on fully correct and complete statechart drivers.
We then augmented the driver with the suggested improvements. Results presented in Table 5 show an important improvement in mutation score (+33%) and considerable improvement in code coverage (+10% in node coverage and +20% in edge coverage). It is worth noting that, among the three proposed improvements, covering the activity diagram (2) had the highest impact on mutation score and code coverage.
For OrdSet, many undetected faults correspond to equivalent mutants: they should therefore be ignored in our analysis. The second most important category corresponds to faults that result in looping forever. They can only be detected if drivers are designed to detect abnormal execution times. A third category of frequently undetected faults corresponds to those faults causing wrong set content or order of elements in the set; these faults can be found by implementing contract assertions in oracles. To study the impact of including such oracles on statechart drivers' mutation scores, we first implemented a complete driver including test cases covering all RTPs in the transition tree, and then augmented it with contract assertionsthe only applicable improvement for OrdSet. Table 5 shows an increase of 7% in mutation score. Note that the slight change in code coverage is due to additional calls of getter methods in contract assertions. We evaluated the impact of equivalent mutants on the results discussed above. Based on the qualitative analysis of live mutants, equivalent mutants were found to correspond to only 9% and 36% of undetected faults for Cruise Control and OrdSet, respectively (6% and 9% respectively of all seeded faults). If we adjust, based on our qualitative analysis, the mutation scores of all the test drivers in our experiment, the improvements in scores are limited and turn out not to make any difference in terms of the conclusions we have drawn in the previous sections.
Threats to validity
This section discusses a number of threats to validity. The threats to conclusion validity [25] in our experiment could be related to: (1) low statistical power and (2) reliability of treatment implementation. Regarding (1), we were limited by the number of students enrolled in the testing course within which we conducted the experiment. To limit the impact of this threat on our conclusions, we designed the experiment in such a way that each group would work on a different treatment for two successive labs and thus doubled the number of observations. As for the reliability of the treatment, there was significant variation in structural coverage for code testing. This is not the case for statechart testing as subjects were asked to implement test cases based on a given transition tree. Though this problem does impact the fault-detection effectiveness of code drivers, we account for it when performing a bivariate analysis using both variables testing technique and coverage.
As for internal validity threats, the learning and fatigue effects threat is addressed in our experiment by using different treatments and different class clusters in each of the labs conducted for each group. Another internal validity threat is the diffusion or imitation of treatments. This threat was limited by monitoring the labs and preventing the access to the experiment documentation outside the lab hours and by other groups' members.
The construct validity threat in our case is related to the fact that we used mutation analysis to measure the fault-detection effectiveness of testing strategies. Though the types of faults seeded may not be representative of "real" faults, the results presented in [1, 2, 14] suggest that faults seeded using mutation operators can be representative of real faults. Daran and Thévenod-Fosse in [14] report on a case study involving real faults and mutations: (1) 85% of the errors generated by the mutations were also generated by the real faults, and (2) for each real fault, there exists at least one mutation that generated the same error flows or a common set of error flows causing the same failure or cancelled errors. These results were also confirmed in [1, 2] , where when assessing the fault detection effectiveness of a number of test techniques, mutations scores are found to be good predictors of real faults detection ratios. Since so far no results contradicting the above studies have been reported, relying on mutation to compare test techniques seems to be practical as it provides much larger fault samples.
The choice of the clusters to test in this experiment may be considered an external validity threat. However, while small, the clusters used can be considered representative of two common types of class clusters: real-time, reactive classes with statedependent behavior (Cruise Control) and complex data structures with statechart guard conditions (OrdSet).
Conclusion
This paper investigates the fault-detection effectiveness of statechart-based testing of class clusters with statedependent behavior. This is of practical importance as state-driven testing has been often recommended for testing complex class clusters in the literature [4, 7, 8] .
As a baseline of comparison we compare statechartbased testing with the common practice of using code coverage analysis to drive the development of test suites. Furthermore we investigate whether the combination of the two strategies helps improving fault detection effectiveness. We also investigate the factors that may affect how effective these strategies are in practice. To address these issues, this paper presents the results of a controlled experiment involving senior, carefully trained students.
Despite being proposed as an efficient strategy for testing state-dependent class clusters, statechart-based testing of source code does not appear more effective at detecting faults than simple structural testing. This is at least the case in the context of our experiment where the time allocated is limited and the same for both test strategies. However, our results also show clearly that statechart and structural testing are complementary in terms of the faults they detect and they should somehow be used together.
Since statechart testing can be planned and prepared early before code is ready, and because structural testing is a difficult and tedious task requiring control flow analysis, it is probably wise to recommend that statechart testing be used first then complemented through coverage analysis to reach acceptable levels of code coverage.
Code testing shows much more variation in effectiveness since it relies much more on the testers' ability and skills as it offers much less guidance than statechart testing. Statechart testing is also more effective for less skilled testers and could therefore be recommended when testers have little experience and low programming skills if one of the two test strategies must be selected. From a more general standpoint, these results suggest that human factors play an important role in the results of empirical test research. This is probably something that should be more often accounted for in testing research.
Results also show that the fault detection effectiveness of statechart-based testing varies to a large extent depending on how precisely the statechart describes the behavior of the software under test. The level of precision of the statecharts and its related model elements (contracts, class diagram, and state invariants) inherently depends on the nature of the software being modeled. As a result, it seems clear that much more research is needed in order to provide clear and precise guidelines to testers as to when to use statechart-based testing and how to integrate it with other test strategies.
Though our two class clusters involved in our experiment are small, they are representative of two typical types of clusters: complex data structures and control classes in a control system. And though our experiment subjects are students, there are fourth-year engineering students who are extensively trained as Java programmers and who have been formally taught black-box and white-box test techniques. Therefore, though replications of this experiment are needed to increase the number of observations and to gain more confidence in our results, we believe that the results we provide in this paper provide useful insights to practitioners and researchers alike.
